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INTRODUCTION 

In June 1984 Barbara Moore visited Niue to study the Niuean Language 
Programme. An outstanding feature of this programme is the children's 
written expression. In this article Barbara and Maihetoe Hekau discuss 
the way writing has become integrated with reading in a whole language 
programme. 

INTERVIEW 

Barbara: Children's writing has become a very popular area for research 
and discussion among educationalists and teachers recently. Writing is 
being encouraged as a good way of developing literacy in every language 
situation. I enjoyed seeing the Niuean writing that was being done in the 
schools I visited this year - liolangi, Kofekofe, and Halamahaga. It this a 
new method for Niue schools Toe? 

Toe: No, it isn't new, it dates back to the mid-seventies. Our children 
were writing before that but it was at this time that we began to link 
reading and writing. Before that each subject was treated separately and 
we had Reading, Written Expression and Oral Expression. We began to 
link all these aspects of language and literacy together and there has 
been gradual development to the stage that you see today. Now teachers 
automatically use writing as part of the reading programme. 

Barbara: The many places Toe, this has not been done as teachers 
have felt that reading must come first and the only writing in the early 
years is copying or direct instruction on letter formation. The result is 
that children do find it hard to write stories and they don't enjoy writing 
freely. Neatness and correct spelling have become more important than 
ideas. The children I saw enjoyed writing their news. How do you get 
them started? 

Toe: Children in Niue start school when they are 5 years old, actually 
coming to school at the beginning of a term so that the Class 1 teacher 
will have a small group to start off each term. They draw a picture of their 
news, tell the teacher their sentence and she writes if for them while they 
watch. Then they will try to read it back before tracing over the words or 
copying them underneath the words. 
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At one stage the teachers liked them to use the blackboard first not 
moving on to newsprint or a book until their printing was satisfactory. 
Now most teachers let them write in a newsprint book and then there is a 
record of progress. 

Barbara: It is always interesting to have a record like that, then you can 
see how a 5 year old may only be able to make strange marks under his 
story at first. Gradually his approximations improve, and of course so 
does his confidence. Teachers can also see how much children differ, 
with some 5 year olds already writing letters, or their names, and others 
having difficulty co-ordinating eye and hand. How long do pupils remain 
in this copying stage, Toe? 

Toe: Usually a whole term will be spent copying but the children see 
others writing their own stories and want to be independent. Now they 
know quite a few words and they can look for words on wall stories or 
word lists. The teacher builds on this eagerness to advance by asking 
"Can you see.... on the wall", or "Look back in your book and find....". By 
the end of the year most of the children are writing their own news, and in 
Class 2 they will all write a page each day. They expect to do their news 
each day and enjoy doing it and will remind a teacher if she forgets. 

Barbara: Many of us remember having to write essays at school and 
groaning about it. Why do your children find it enjoyable? Do you think 
that it is because they start so early? 

Toe: Yes, it becomes an important part of their formal day. They learn to 
read through writing as they read their story with the teacher at first, then 
try for themselves. With longer stories they will read them over to them
selves when they finish. They like to read them to the teacher and to the 
class. When their news book is finished they take it home proudly and the 
family show their appreciation. Grandma will want to see it and compare 
it with the first writing done by other members of the family. Higher up 
the school children are encouraged to read out their best work at 
assembly. 

Barbara: This 'publishing' is very important. If no one sees your 
writing, if no one comments, or better still praises your work there is no 
point in working so hard. I noticed that all the classrooms had displays of 
the children's writing all around the walls - extra reading for everyone as 
well as being decorative. 
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Toe: The teachers are encouraged to make positive comments about 
the children's work, praising improvement, pointing out better work in 
the past if someone has not done well. 

Barbara: I am still puzzled as to how the children are able to write so 
much so soon. I can see that their writing is rewarding for them and they 
don't seem to be discouraged when the teacher corrects their work. It is 
usually best to correct unobtrusively just using pencil and just pointing 
out one or two errors. A page of red or dark blue corrections can be 
disheartening but your young writers did not seem disheartened. 

Toe: Writing in Niuean is easier for them because it is phonetically 
regular. They can have a problem with 's' or 't' but otherwise it is not as 
hard to go from sounds to symbols as it is in English. 

Barbara: Sometimes is in English early writing programmes children 
are encouraged to invent the spelling, to say the word slowly and write 
what they can hear. In this way they can write what they want to - the 
message is more important than the form - gradually they do learn the 
conventional forms. In Niuean children can say a word slowly and write 
the syllables they hear, checking from the charts that teachers use for 
direct instruction. 

Toe: There is often a stage of stringing words together round about the 
third term at school when children begin writing in quantity but are 
uncertain about how to divide their utterances into words. 

Barbara: When we talk words are run together so this difficulty is very 
understandable. How do teachers overcome this? 

Toe: The teacher marks the space with a / and shows the child how to 
put a finger space between words. The children are doing a lot of reading 
by now, Caption Books and little stories and this helps the with the 
concepts of word and space. 

Barbara: When children are encouraged to write freely at early stage 
they often find it difficult to write in sentences. In English they write 
the way they talk using 'and then' to string all their ideas together and 
writing can go on and on. Does this happen in Niuean? 

Toe: Yes, there is an 'on and on' stage with the story, consisting of one 
long sentence joined by 'ti'. The teacher will suggest that the next time 
they could use a full stop instead of 'ti', and quite soon this will happen. 
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Barbara: I collected samples of news writing at each school. I could 
admire the appearance of the stories, the bright picture and neat printing, 
and the quantity of writing, over 100 words at Class 2 level but of course I 
could not understand them. What news do they write Toe? 

Toe: In some ways their news can become monotonous for the teacher 
to read as it is not real 'news' in the sense of being something exciting or 
unusual. Our children are expected to share responsibilities at home and 
their news reflects this. For example, many of their first captions are 
about picking up the rubbish. 

Barbara: This personal writing is probably very important for the 
children and not monotonous for them at this stage. It probably helps to 
organize their experiences, putting everyday matters into a written form. 
Later they will be able to reflect on these experiences and perhaps write 
more expressively because they have had a good foundation. 

This well written and well illustrated page was composed by a girl in 
Class 2. What does it say Toe? 

Toe: (In Niuean it reads): Ne fano au ki kaina ne afi. Ne fano au ke 
poloka. Ne kitia e au e Seilala. Ne o hake a mautolu ke he vao: ketaute he 
palao Ne o mai a mautolu Ne fano ke kaukou Ne oti e kaukou haaku Ne 
fano au e mane Ne fano ke faka au pilitaki he fale koloa Ne kai au Ne oti e 
kau haaku Ne fano ke fagai puaka Ne oti e fagai puaka haaku Ne fanc au 
ke fakafitiulu Ne oti a fakafitiulu haaku Ne fano au ke vitio Ne oti e vitio ha 
mautolu Ne fano au kia Seilala. 

(In English): I went home yesterday. Then I went to the cattle block. I 
saw Seilala. We went to the bush to plant our disced (ploughed) area. 
Then we returned. I had a bath then I went to bed to sleep. When I woke 
up I went to the shop to buy a tin of pilchards. We had it for tea. When I 
finished I went to feed the pigs. After that I went to do handstands. When 
I finished that I went to watch video, after video I went to see Seilala. 

Barbara: A busy little girl helping the family but having fun too with her 
handstands and even watching video! How times are changing. Does 
this style of news writing change at all Toe? 

Toe: In Class 3 some of the keener children begin to write more about 
their families and other people instead of continuing to write about their 
tasks. They will describe outings and squabbles, who did the work, who 
dodged the work by going to the reef This news writing is not the only 
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writing the children do. It is an integral part of the reading programme 
but they also write in other subjects. They may write about their family or 
village for Social Studies. 

The children write at home too. They see their parents and older brothers 
as sisters writing letters overseas and they want to write as well. At first 
they scribble, pretending to write, but gradually they learn to ask for 
words so that their part of the letter can be read in New Zealand. 

Barbara: Early writing is in Niuean. When do they begin writing their 
news in English. 
Toe: In Class 4 children gradually change over to writing their news in 
English. They seem to like doing this; it is a novelty, an area to explore 
and they may write in Niuean one day and English the next perhaps using 
a Niuean word here and there. 
Barbara: It is probably important at this stage for Niuean writing to be 
continued as part of the vernacular programme so that children can 
continue to express themselves freely in their own language. This would 
be a time for teachers to encourage forms of writing other than news so 
that writing becomes a way of developing higher cognitive proceses. 
Gordon Wells argues that writing should be encouraged from the earliest 
stage because children learn about meaning and language this way. 

He has studied the development of language and literacy in young 
children and has published a book called Learning Through Interaction. I 
found the last chapter very exciting because of his emphasis on the role 
that writing can paly. The final paragraph is most inspiring. He writes: 
"For it is learning, through writing, to become reflectively aware of both 
the uniqueness and the universality of human experience and of their 
own and their other people's responses to that experience, that children 
can most fully take possession of the heritage of a literate civilisation, and 
countribute to its further development". 

Toe: Perhaps our Niuean children are working towards this, beginning 
in a simple way with themselves and their families. It is encouraging for 
teachers to know that they are doing more for their pupils than just 
helping them to begin to read and write. 
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